
Mark Scheme
 

Q1.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
 D  

 

(1)

 

 

 

Q2.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
 B becquerel  

(1)
 

 

 

Q3.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
  A gamma radiation  (1)

 

 

 

Q4.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
           P and M

OR     M and P

OR     N and Q

one mark for a pair (1)
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OR     Q and N
 

 

 

Q5.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) Any twoof:

Gamma is a wave (1)
Alpha is a helium nucleus (1)
Alpha is charged (1)
Alpha has a mass (1)
Gamma penetrates further/
highly (1)
Gamma weakly ionising (1)
Gamma travels faster (1)

Reverse arguments

em radiation

Gamma has no charge
Gamma has no mass
examples of penetrating power

alpha highly ionising

ignore vague comments eg
stronger
Ignore uses and dangers

(2)

 

 

 

Q6.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
{atomic /proton} number drops by 2 
and{mass/nucleon} number by 4
   (1)

(which is) alpha decay (1)

2 protons and2 neutrons are lost
92 → 90 and238 → 234

helium nucleus given off
(which is) alpha particle

(2)

 

 

 

Q7.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) alpha Alpha ray, alpha particle, α

Ignore capital letters
(1)

(ii) A description including two of

one increases as other increases (1)

 

the particles with higher energy travel

(2)
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rate of increase is in the range from
1.17 to 1.33 (cm/MeV) (1)

range gradually increases more with
energy (1)

further
accept values quoted from graph

not (quite) linear/not
proportional /curves upwards accept
values quoted from graph

 

 

 

Q8.           

 

 

Q9.           
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Q10.          
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 Indicative Content Mark
QWC * An explanation including some of the following ideas

Need for measurement (N)

Background radiation

is {always present/all around us}

has (natural) source(s) exemplified by space, living things,
rocks, food, nuclear/medical sources etc.

would give false reading in experiment

How and why to measure(H)
Background radiation measurement

is taken at site of experiment becauseit is different in
different places

is taken with all apparatus exceptsource in place

is taken before and after because{it can change with time
/ they need an average}

{must be worked out for same time as (or longer than)
experiment / rate found} soanalysis is simpler

It is {taken several times/ averaged} becauseit is random

Analysis (A)
Background radiation measurement

must be subtracted from {measurements with source /main
count rate}

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 A limited explanation mentioning any twofrom N or onefrom H or A

e.g. Background comes from space and rocks.(N)
It is there all the time. (N)
OR Readings for background must be repeated because they are
random. (H)
OR Background must be taken away from all other readings (A)
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 A simple explanation linkingaspects of two ideas i.e. N+ HOR N+ A
OR H+ A
e.g Take readings without source (H) and subtract them from the
main readings with source present.(A)
OR It should be taken several times because it is random (H)so that
the average can be subtracted from the main readings (A)
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
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spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy
3 5 - 6 A detailed explanation linkingAwith EITHER N + an idea

from H
OR two or more

ideas from He.g.Background radiation is there all the time. (N) You need to take
readings at the place where you will do the experiment and with all
the apparatus set up except the source because BR changes from
place to place.(H) Then you should subtract background readings
from the main experimental readings.(A) OR Take several readings of
count rate for averaging since the effect is random (H) and make sure
that they are taken in the same place.(H) Then subtract from
readings in main experiment.(A)

the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 

 

 

Q11.           
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Q12.           
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Q13.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a) A  (1)
(b) axes labelled correctly With label or

unit (1)

correct shaped smooth curve (1)

line does not reach zero activity (1)  

activity / Bq / count rate
ignore radioactivity
time/ seconds/ any time unit

 

 

(3)

(c)(i) Idea of 2 half-lives (1)
11 400 = 2 × 5700

Idea of halving activity twice (1)
0.55 × 2 × 2

Calculation (1)
2.2 (Bq)

11 400 / 5700 = 2

 

 

2.2 (Bq) for three marks

 

(3)

(c)(ii) Explanation linking two of:

Background radiation affects
the measurement (1)

Needs to be subtracted from
readings (1)

Background radiation is
variable (1)

Background radiation needs to
be averaged (1)  

accept interfering / including

 

varies with place/time/random nature

repeating test improves reliability

(2)
t

(c)(iii) One relevant idea:
(New method) more accurate (1)

Hard to measure a small activity (1)

Background radiation affects readings
(1)

Need to find difference of two small
quantities (1)

Can test smaller samples (1)

ignore better method/results / more
reliable

difficult to distinguish between the
reading and background

 

(1)
grad

 

Total for question = 10 marks
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Q14.           
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